
DOREEN 
Intermediate Level Team Dance 
Record:  “Doreen” by The Tractors 
Choreo: Jeff Driggs 29A Lake Chaweva, Cross lanes, WV 25313 (304)776-5233 
 
X = lead or man O = tag or woman 
begin in two lines facing the audience, with tags standing directly in front of leads 
X  X  X  X 
O  O  O  O 
Wait 16 beats after bass beat lead in  Do Basics (DSRS) unless otherwise noted 
 
8   Wait 
8 
8   Do a Charleston (DS TCH-F DS R S), and two basics (DSRS).  On basics, tag turn left and go 
 behind lead while lead moves up to front. 
8   Do a Charleston and 2 basics.   One basics, lead turn 3/4 left and tag 1/4 right and move together 
 to face each other. 
8   6 basics, Pretzel turn 
8   Pretzel cont. to a wrapped-up position, Do a Scissors (DT OUT,X,OUT,X,OUT,X,UP) 
8   4 Basics, RoundAbout Turn - tags dance around the lead and copme back to a wrapped-up position 
8   4 Basics, lawnmower spin - lead rolls tag out to right to couple position 
8   Couple at the left end of the group turns 1/4 left and goes into a promenade circle, all others  
 follow. 
8   Promenade cont. 
8   All couples back out and join hands in a circle. Circle to the left. 
8   All Couples face their corner (opposite of partner) and do a 3/4 left arm turn to an Alamo ring,  
 where all leads are facing in and all tags are facing out with hands joined all around. 
8   All do a Mountain Goat  (DS S-X S S S-X S SL)forward, and a 2 Basics backing up. 
8   4 Basics.  Let go of corner and turn 1/2 right with partner to put the leads facing out and the tags  
 facing in.  Join hands all around. 
8   All do a Mountain Goat  (DS S-X S S S-X S SL)forward, and a 2 Basics backing up. 
8   4 Basics.   Let go of corner, turn 3/4 right with partner until leads are in promenade position.   
 Tags turn around to the right to face same direction as lead and promenade together. 
8   Promenade until the lead couple is at the back of the stage.   they will turn 1/4 to the left and  
 promenade up the center to a column.  All others follow. 
8   Promenade to column cont. 
8   Lead couple separates and moves apart, next separate not so far, next less and last not at all.   
 These 4 Basics should move the team into a “V”. 
8   Do an Eric Step (DS DT-B R H R S) and a Triple (DS DS DS R S) 
8   4 Basics move together to column again. 
8   4 Basics.   Move with partner to original lineup, tags move up to stand in front of leads 
8   Just like the beginning - Do a Charleston (DS TCH-F DS R S), and two basics (DSRS).  On  
 basics, tag turn left and go behind lead while lead moves up to front. 
8   Do a Charleston and 2 basics.   One basics, lead turn 3/4 left and tag 1/4 right and move together 
 to face each other. 
8   6 basics, Pretzel turn 
8   Pretzel cont. to a wrapped-up position, Do a Scissors (DT OUT,X,OUT,X,OUT,X,UP) 
4   3 steps. Lawnmower Spin out, turn back to back and touch right toe across in front.   Hands to  
 audience pointed down, hands away from audience reaching up. 


